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Two new l)ooliS for secondary schools.

Probably the most puzzling problem in botanical book-making is

the preparation of a suitable book for secondary schools. The factors
in the problem are limited time, little or no equipment and poorly
trained teachers. In the higher stretches of education these factors

disappear or at least such an assumption can be made. Many have
"Cen the attempts to solve the problem, but in most cases the demand
for time, equipment, and training has been larger than the supply.

Professor T. H. MacBride, of the University of Iowa, is the latest to

enter this field with his "Lessons in Botany."* His theory is to be
of the greatest advantage to the greatest number, and hence he seeks
'o give the necessary science training through the use of what are
<^lled "the common plants." This of course means the plants of pop-
alar knowledge. In accordance with this theory trees are first intro-

«J«ced by a study of buds, followed by stems, roots, leaves, inflores-

pee, etc. Then follows a series of types, with no special sequence

[J^^^'^than convenience in securing the material. The last six of
e fifty-four lessons are given to cryptogams.
inetext is almost entirely in the form of laboratory directions, only
ose portions of it being didactic which are necessarily so to fill out

.
subject under discussion. Professor MacBride has followed out

do h K^
^" ^ "^^^ systematic and clear way, and the book will na

UDt be very useful because usable, in the secondary schools, cer-

»ith V^^
"lore so than many of its predecessors. We do not agree

entaf-

^^^°'" *^acBride's position that the "natural order" of pres-

for f

° '^ opposed to the "logical order," and that it is more natural

Wp! ^ ^"^' to take up a subject in the order "in which all science has

tJ'^
developed." If the "natural" order of presentation, which is

yiLT-^""'^^
one. is to be followed rather than the "logical" order,

WV' ^^^ ""^^"^^^ one, only until teachers of the secondary schools

stan^
° sufficiently trained to present the plant kingdom from the

^^•ipoint of its evolution, that is, from the standpoint of nature, we-

^ontent. Wequestion though whether even this is necessary.

^~^!ig!!^![_^» has been prepared ^j^MrJBergeMl^^

•cb<Srs'^|™«- Thomas H. -^ Lessons in elementary botany for sewnda^r

'BhXok'Ty '^S,PP- f + 133. Boston: AHyn & Bacoo^
f'^,.%'J^:

'"oACo iSnfi
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ology It is divided into two

separately paged and indexed parts, the first treating the topic an-

nounced in the title, while the second consists of a very much abbre-

viated flora (with a key), including "a few of the commonest spring

flowers of the northern and middle states." This part, which is a

mere publisher's trap to catch the unsophisticated teacher or school

board, may be dismissed as not representing the author's ideas and as

unworthy serious consideration.

The most praiseworthy feature of the book is the point of view, and

the method advocated and necessitated if the book is adopted. The

point of view of the author is the only one from which the mass of stu-

dents will obtain any adequate conceptions of plant life. The plant

is discussed as a living thing having relations to other living things

and to its physical environment. The structure of this being is ex-

amined only so far as it is related to plant dynamics. This presen-

tation of morphology and physiology is combined with directions for

dissection or experimentation illustrating the points discussed It is

the first book of the kind which has come to our knowledge and its

plan must be commended as most excellent.
But the execution leaves a good deal to be desired. In the first

place the author has been unable to skake off the traditions of the

past as fully as he ought to have done. This is manifest in the rele-

gation of the "flowerless" plants to a separate chapter of twenty-seven

pages, where they receive wholly inadequate treatment. It is further

shown in the disproportionately elaborate treatment of the flower.

To the morphology of the flower and inflorescence as much space u

i:iven as to all the cryptogams, while forty pages more are devoted to

fertilization and the fruit. One sees also the survival here and there

of the antiquated features of the earlier books, e. g., in the discussion

of the structure of those stems and roots only which have undergone

secondary thickening; in the retention of "exogenous" and "end^r

enous" as designating stem structure; in the description of the buj

cluster of leaf rudiments with no reference to the fundanaenl*

importance of the growing point, etc. The book is also curious^T
^

lackmg mlogical arrangement and in definitions. Nowhere is thesW
^

dent told what a leaf, stem or root is, nor is he led to discover ho* »«

t

?

as a

can distinguish the one from the other.
5But it must not be supposed that the book is largely bad- By

Jmeans. In the combination of a large amount of physiology^

physiological experiments with the morphology and dissection;
'n

\

general accuracy of what is given (though there are some slips ^^

and in the selection of the abundant illustrations the book is a'^'^"

advance upon its predecessors.

distin*^
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It is worth while noting the fact that both books are entirely de-
pendent upon accompanying laboratory work, as indicating the pro-
found change which is coming over the botanical teaching in high
schools.

Plant breeding.

The second volume of the "Garden-Craft Series," by Professor L.
H. Bailey, is before us in tasteful dress.^ It deals with the very inter-

esting questions regarding the breeding of plants to secure fixation of
desirable features. The book consists of five lectures, covering topics

presented to the author's students.
In the first lecture the causes for the appearance of new forms of

plants, and the fundamental methods for fixing these forms and mak-
ing them permanent, are presented. The influence of soils and meth-
oasof treatment, effects of climate, the change of seed, etc., are dis-

<:ussed. The second lecture expounds the philosophy of crossing as well
2S Its advantage as a means of originating new varieties. In the third

«cture specific rules for the guidance of the cultivator are laid down,
Done of which are to be found particularly set forth in this connection
'° °^^^^. "readily accessible writings. The fourth lecture consists of

ranslations of Verlot's classification of varieties of ornamental plants,

^vA^V^'^ f scussion of bud variation, including a list of bud varieties,

j° ^°c^e's chapter on the characteristics of crosses. In the final

J
ure, directions for the cross pollination of plants are given in de-

pend^H^
*'^"strations. A brief glossary and a good index are ap-

letth
^^"'^"^^^^y <^ommend this book to botanists, who have too long

he garden fence bar them from the study of some of the most in-
'^ffStine an/1 ;»„* . , ... ,...:-_ TV,-, fire*

ftre^
''? ^^^ instructive phenomena of plant evolution.

XV
*^^^Pters will be found of especial interest and value.

The first

that ^"('J!^^'

take exception, however, to Professor Bailey's statement

the b> f

*^^''"»ate unit or individual in growing plants is the bud and

this- '.TH-''°°'^
°'" *'^'"^ *° ^^^^^ ^t is attached" (p. 8). And also to

-the
^^^^^^Dn which variations arise] is the bud and the seed,

the off^'^^.^^''^^^^'
O'' the offspring of one parent; the other sexual, or

phase r"''^
of two parents." The confusion regarding the sexual

boob
^^^^ P'^"ts ought not to be perpetuated, even in popular

' ^ It IS throughout this book. Regarding this topic it is quite
Possibl

cease

forbota
^-^'^ ^^^^''^ "^^^ organs" the better, for gardeners as well as

^nists.

e
«i+i93

fie
^-Plant breeding Garden-craft series, vol. II. "mo. pp

gs. 20. New York; Macmillan & Co. 1895. fi.oo.
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But this morphological shortcoming will trouble too few, while the

lucid and vigorous presentation of the chief matters will interest manf,

we hope.

General biolog-y.

Biology

Sedgwick and Wilson* ten years ago has given opportunity for athor-

ough revision and considerable changes in plan. The original plan

provided for a general discussion of the fundamental properties of

protoplasm and the forms of cells, followed by the thorough studyof

a plant (for which the bracken fern served as a type) and an anima!

(the earthworm). The difficulties in the use of the book arose from

the exceedingly varied material necessary for the laboratory work on

the first part of the book.

The chief changes in the present edition consist in the eliminaW

from the body of the text of all laboratory directions, in lieu of whicj

suggestions are made to teachers in an appendix; in the transfer of

the study of the animals to precede the plants; and in the introduc-

tion of a series of unicellular animal and plant types.

The first change we think wise, but regret that the suggestions are

too brief for those who need them at all. The second change, on tie

plea of the "ease with which the physiology of the animal can be ap-

proached; there can be no doubt that beginners find the nutritive

problems of the plant abstruse," seems to rest upon a false
premise'

If beginners find the vital phenomena of a plant difficult to grasp,

the fault lies with the teacher and the presentation— not witfi
"'

character of the phenomena, which are vastly simpler than in tlie ani-

mal. The authors, who are zoologists, state their own expenen '

probably, and the reason may be valid in such cases; but their ass^"

tion that "there can be no doubt" is too strong for botanists to a

cept.

lucid

Minor Ifotices.junior nonces. -^

Yakutat Bay, Alaska, was explored by Mr. Frederick FunsW
j

the summer of 1892, under the direction of the Division of BoU

theDepartment of Agriculture. The results are just now^
eoi

biology. Second „ .^vsm cNew York: Henry Holtl:' Co 1^5

»

\

>

S

It

The introduction of the unicellular plants, protococcus, ye^t-^" I

bacteria, after the study of Pteris, seems to us an anomaly. P^™
^

If a study of the physiology of protococcus preceded that of the brae

fern the authors would not find the latter so abstruse.
For the material of the book, the clear illustrations and the

style we have only praise.

Wm. T.. and Wilson. Edmund B.—Aa introj|"*='^^°, *
to. i°S- !
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(Jan. 15th) as vol. 3, no. 6, of the "Contributions from the U. S. Na-
tional Herbarium." An interesting field report is presented by Mr.
Funston, which well points out the peculiarities of the region. Mr.
Coville, Chief of the Division, makes the botanical report, which con-
sists of a catalogue of the 137 vascular species and varieties, and 27
bryophytes, with habitats and critical notes. We regret exceedingly
to note that this government publication has adopted a new family
nomenclature. A certain amount of discussion and agreement may
be claimed in support of the use of the rules of the Botanical Club,

.but to supplant such names as Cruciferae, LeguminosK, Umbelliferae
and Compositse, by Brassicaceae, Fabaceae, Ammiaceae and Carduaceae
IS the merest pedantry, and is straining after uniformity when uniform-
ity IS not necessary.

Minnesota Botanical Studies, part 7, contains five papers, (i)
n the genus Cypripedium with reference to Minnesota species, by
enrietta G. Fox, deals with the formally adopted state flower, with

aescnptions and geographical distribution in the state of the six spe-
cies of the Atlantic region. (2) Poisonous influence of various spe-
c^es of Cypripedium, by D. T. MacDougal, in which he confirms his

?^
'^r observation, showing that the poisonous action is due to glan-

°uiar hairs. (i\ Tr^^ f«„,,.^. .,„ -^ a^a k„ t>^. W. Squires. (4)

John
species.

(5) A study of some Minnesota Mycetozoa, by E. P. Shel-

/ Further editorial comment qn nos. i and s will be found on
P- 171.

of n'k^^^^^
on collections made in 1894-95 by the Botanical Survey

has
-^^^ conducted by the Botanical Seminar of the University,

alif f

^^° issued. It is devoted to descriptions of new fungi and

numb
^^'^^^'""^ ^^ ^^e reported flora of the state. The new species

cies

^^ ^*y'*^^e and the additions bring the state list up to 3,196 spe-

icj^l g
J'^^^s M. Macoun, Curator of the Herbarium of the Geolog-

herb
""^^^ °^ Canada, is publishing a series of contributions from the

Q "!""* Numbers V, VI and VII are before us, reprints from the

station'*"
^'"''^^ ^^ Science, and contain additions to the flora, new

J
^'^

^^vised nomenclature and critical remarks,

sie/n
"^^^^^^^^^ Seminar" of the University of Nebraska has is-

Mr. i?jf
^' ^^ its "Flora of Nebraska," containing the Rosales, by

tnent of h!"^^'

'^^^ handsome typography, good plates, and full treat-

of vario
^^^^^ P^^*^ continue. The statement of the relationships

Way f^"^
groups is full of interest, and careful synonymy blazes the

ose unfamiliar with the new nomenclature.


